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Dear Readers, 

We are glad to bring out the 37th edition of our electronic newsletter.  Manufacturing has emerged 

as one of the high growth sectors in India. Earlier, Hon’ble Prime Minister had launched the ‘Make in 

India’ program to create India as a manufacturing hub, to provide impetus to the manufacturing 

sector and give global recognition to the Indian economy.   

As you are aware, Modified Special Incentive Package Scheme (MSIPS) is our major scheme to 

attract investments in the electronics manufacturing sector. The MSIPS has been able to create 

positive impact on investment in electronics sector. The Union Cabinet chaired by the Hon’ble Prime 

Minister Shri Narendra Modi has given its approval for amendments in the MSIPS in which, 

 proposals will be accepted till December 2018 or up to an incentive commitment limit of Rs 10,000 

crore (US$ 1.5 billion). This will further hasten and incentivize investments in Electronic Sector and 

moving towards the goal of ‘Net Zero imports’ in electronics by 2020.  

………..continued on page 2 
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These amendments in MSIPS are expected to create employment opportunities and reduce 
dependence on imports. 
 
We wish to continue to receive your kind support as we have been receiving all along. Please write to 
us, if you have any suggestion or feedback. 
 
 
Best wishes  
 
 
Rajiv Bansal 
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MeitY supported a Practical hands-on for Mobile 
Handset Design Engineers jointly organised by 
NIELIT, Mediatek and Indian Mobile Handset 
Industry represented by ICA. The program 
entailed a visit by handset design engineers for a 
period of 45 days in Taiwan and 15 days in India. 
To mark the completion of the offshore program, 
a felicitation ceremony was organised on 
13.01.2017. The ceremony was addressed 
through Video Conference by Ms. Aruna 
Sundarajan, Secretary, MeitY in the presence of 
senior officials of MeitY, NIELIT and other 
stakeholders.  During the ceremony, Mr.Ming-
Kai Tsai, Chairman MediaTek announced the 
scholarship to select Indian student to pursue 
PhD in Taiwanese Universities. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

A Government-Industry delegation visited 
Germany during March, 2017 to attract 
investment in ICTE sector and participated in 
CeBIT 2017. The Indian delegation had several 
one-to-one meetings with various interested 
companies/entities including EPO, Huawei, 
ADVA optical Networks, Deutsche Messe, Intel 
etc. at Hannover and Munich. On the side lines 
of CeBIT, a Make in India Mittelstand (MII) 
Workshop/ Seminar on “Opportunities in 
Electronics System Design and Manufacturing 
(ESDM) & India’s Digitalisation Mission” was 
also organised at Hannover.  
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Indian Embassy in association with IMD 
Lausanne had organized Indo- Swiss 
Innovation and Investment Forum 
on 23.03.2017. The event was attended by 
investors, potential and existing, big and 
small companies from India and Switzerland, 
companies run by the Indian Diaspora and 
many eminent scientists. Dr. Ajay Kumar, 
Additional Secretary, MeitY attended the 
event at Switzerland. Dr. Ajay Kumar was a 
prominent speaker during the three sessions 
namely Investment Scenarios, Partnerships 
and Commercialization of Technology and IT, 
Cyber Security, Fintech and IoT. 
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Hon’ble Minister for Electronics & 
Information Technology, Shri Ravi Shankar 
Prasad inaugurated a conference organized 
by Qualcomm Technologies at New Delhi on 
17.01.2017. The company announced 
expansion of its Design in India Program with 
investment of $8.5 million to expand their 
design initiatives in India that will support 
companies in the areas of rural technology, 
biometric devices, payment terminals and 
others.  

The Hon’ble Minister asked Qualcomm if they 
"can come up with an innovation of a chip 
that can become integral to Aadhar" 

John Han, Senior Vice President and General 
Manager, Qualcomm Technology Licensing 
informed that Qualcomm is committed to 
offering support to help India's ecosystem to 
grow and cater to increasing consumer 
choices 

 

 
 

LG Electronics India Limited (LGEIL) announced 
the launch of its new ‘Dhaakad’ smart phone K-10 
with new safety & design features and a special 
‘panic button’ aligning with Government of India 
initiative.  

The launch event was graced by Hon’ble Union 
Minister, Communications and IT, Government of 
India, Shri Ravi Shankar Prasad, at Delhi on 
22.02.2017. The new smart phone is the first of 
its kind and highlights the commitment and 
responsibility of brand LG to support and 
strengthen initiatives for women’s safety in India. 
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Cisco, a leading networking device 
manufacturer, has partnered with the 
government of Maharashtra to launch it's 
manufacturing facility in Pune India. 

A Cisco team met Hon’ble Minister for 
Electronics & Information Technology, Shri 
Ravi Shankar Prasad on 23.3.2017 at New 
Delhi and shared their first electronic product 
made under Make In India and Digital India. 
This is their efforts to promote electronic 
manufacturing in India.  
 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
Chinese technology company Xiaomi's 
founder and CEO Lei Jun met Hon’ble 
Minister for Electronics & IT, Shri Ravi 
Shankar Prasad on 28.03.2017 at New 
Delhi. They are manufacturing mobiles & 
other electronics items in India 

Earlier, Xiaomi announced its second 
manufacturing unit in partnership with 
Taiwanese electronics major Foxconn in 
Andhra Pradesh. 

 

Dr. Ajay Kumar, Additional Secretary, MeitY 
participated in the inaugural session of INDIA 
PHARMA 2017 and INDIA MEDICAL DEVICE 2017. 
The theme of the event was "Shaping the Future 
of India Pharma Industry". The event was 
organized by Department of Pharmaceuticals, 
Government of India and Federation of Indian 
Chambers of Commerce & Industry (FICCI) on 11 
to 13.02.2017 at Bangalore International 
Exhibition Centre, Bengaluru. He also 
participated in the INDIA MEDICAL Expo 2017 
CEO's Roundtable during the event. 
 

  

 
 

 

 

 

https://www.facebook.com/RaviShankarPrasadOfficial/
https://www.facebook.com/RaviShankarPrasadOfficial/
https://www.facebook.com/RaviShankarPrasadOfficial/photos/pcb.10154105600573329/10154105595568329/?type=3
https://www.facebook.com/RaviShankarPrasadOfficial/photos/pcb.10154105600573329/10154105595568329/?type=3
https://www.facebook.com/RaviShankarPrasadOfficial/photos/pcb.10154105600573329/10154105595568329/?type=3
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Electronics and Semiconductor Association 
(IESA), the premier trade body, has 
organized “IESA Vision Summit 2017” on 21-
22.02.2017 and showcased various new 
solutions in the automotive electronics 
sector. 

The Ministry of Electronics and Information 
Technology (MeitY) was represented by Shri 
Rajiv Bansal, Joint Secretary, MeitY.   The 
inauguration of the summit was addressed 
by Sh. Rajiv Bansal, Joint Secretary, MeitY, 
Govt. of India, Ravi Gururaj, President, TiE 
Bangalore and K Krishna Moorthy, Chairman, 
IESA. During the event, IESA signed four 
MoUs with ESSCI (Electronics Sector Skills 
Council of India), SID (Society for Information 
Display), IIT Kharagpur (Indian Institute of 
Technology, Kharagpur) and Infineon to build 
a robust talent pipeline in the ESDM space, 
by strengthening industry academia 
relations. 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

Shri S.K. Marwaha, Director, MeitY 
delivered the Special Address during 
the Conference “Roadmap for 
Enhancing Value Addition in 
Electronics Manufacturing” at the 
ELCINA CEO Summit at EFY Expo 
2017, co-located with India 
Electronics Week at BIEC, Bengaluru 
on 02.03.2017 
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Modified Special Incentive Package Scheme (M-SIPS):  

MeitY’s flagship scheme “Modified Special Incentive 
Package Scheme (M-SIPS)” was announced by the 
Government of India in July 2012 to offset disability 
and attract investments in electronic manufacturing. 
The scheme provides incentives on reimbursement 
basis for investments in capital expenditure- 20% for 
investments in Special Economic Zones (SEZs) and 25% 
in non-SEZS. It also provides for reimbursements of 
CVD/excise for capital equipment for the non-SEZ 
units. For some of the high capital investment projects 
like fabs, it provides for reimbursement of Central 
Taxes and Duties also. 

 

Highlights of amendments in MSIPS Scheme: 

The Union Cabinet chaired by the Hon’ble Prime Minister Shri Narendra Modi has given its approval 
for amendment in the MSIPS. The salient features of the amendment are: 

a)     The applications will be received under the scheme upto 31.12.2018 or till such time that an 
incentive commitment of Rs 10,000 crore is reached, whichever is earlier. In case the incentive 
commitment of Rs 10,000 crore is reached, a review will be held to decide further financial 
commitments. 

b)     For new approvals, the incentive under the scheme will be available from the date of approval of 
a project and not from the date of receipt of application. 

c)     The incentives will be available for investments made within 5 years from the date of approval of 
the project. 

d)     Approvals will normally be accorded to eligible applications within 120 days of submission of the 
complete application. 

e)     A unit receiving incentives under the scheme will provide an undertaking to remain in commercial 
production for a period of at least 3 years. 

f)      The Appraisal Committee recommending approval of project will be chaired by Secretary, 
Ministry of Electronics and IT. 

g)     A separate Committee headed by Cabinet Secretary and comprising of CEO, NITI Aayog, Secretary 
Expenditure and Secretary, MeitY will be set up in respect of mega projects, envisaging more 
than Rs. 6850 crore (approx. USD 1 Billion) investments. 

Status of M-SIPS applications as on 31.03.2017:  

Status No. of proposals Investment (Rs in crore) 

Applications received 271 1,57,177 

Applications approved 95 20,185 

Applications under process 134 1,22,434 

Applications recommended by AC 03 544 

Applications closed / Rejected/ Withdrawn 39 14,013 

 
For further details please visit our website: http://meity.gov.in/esdm/incentive-schemes and/or contact 
Smt. Vandana Srivastava, Director, email:  vandana.srivastava@nic.in    
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Electronic Manufacturing Cluster Scheme: 

 

The Government has notified the Electronics 

Manufacturing Cluster (EMC) Scheme to support 

creation of world-class infrastructure for 

attracting investments in Electronics 

Manufacturing. Assistance for projects in 

Greenfield Electronics Manufacturing Clusters is 

provided to the extent of 50% of the project cost 

subject to a ceiling of Rs. 50 crore for every 100 

acres of land. For larger areas, pro-rata ceiling 

applies. For smaller clusters, the extent of 

support is decided by the Steering Committee for 

Electronics Manufacturing Clusters 

in India – Present Status

In-Principle approved 

Final Approved

Pune

Bhiwadi (ELCINA EMC Pvt Ltd)

Ananthapur, ELCINA - Raaga Mayuri

Aurangabad

Bangalore (ELCIA)

Mysore ESDM Cluster Pvt. Ltd.

Bhopal (MPSEDC) Jabalpur (MPSEDC)

Kochi (KINFRA)

Coimbatore (ADD Industrial Park)

Bhubaneshwar (Infovalley)

E City, Hyderabad & Maheshwaram(TSIIC)

Naya Raipur, Chattisgarh(CSIDC)

Falta, West Bengal(WBEIDC)
Naihati, West Bengal(WEBEL)

Adityapur,Jharkhand(AIADA)

Chittor , Sri city Pvt. Ltd.

Kutch (MSTPL)

Plot no.6/A,Yamuna Express way( UPLC)

G.Noida ( UPDESCO)

Plot no. 3/A,Yamuna Expressway (UPLC)

Patna (AVIPL)

Vishakhapatnam and Chittor (APIIC)

Tirupati ,Chiittor( Celkon Impex)

Karoli, Bhiwadi (RIICO)

Ahmedabad (GIDC)

Yerpadu Mandal (APIIC)

Tuem, Goa (Dept of IT)

 

Clusters (SCC) subject to the ceiling of Rs. 50 crore. For Brownfield EMCs, 75% of the cost of 

infrastructure, subject to a ceiling of Rs. 50 crore is provided as grant. 

  
Status: Status: Under EMC scheme, 13 Greenfield EMCs and 2 Common Facility Centres (CFC) in 

Brownfield EMCs have been accorded final approval. In addition, 12 Greenfield EMCs and 2 CFCs in 

Brownfield EMCs have granted in-principle approval. 

During January-March 2017, the following Greenfield EMCs were recommended for final approval: 

# State Location of EMC 
Area 

(Acres) 
Applicant 

(Chief Promoter/SPV) 

Financial Out lay 
(Rs. in crore) 

Project 
Cost 

GIA 

1 
Goa Village-Tuem , 

Taluka- Pernem  

147.55 Department of IT, 

Government of Goa 

161.32 73.77 

2 
Maharashtra Shendra Industrial 

Area, Aurangabad 

1.98 Deogiri Electronics 

Cluster Private Limited 

27.24 20.58 

Details of EMCs accorded final approval are: 

# State Location of EMC Area 
(Acres) 

Chief Promoter/SPV Financial out lay 
(Rs. in crore) 

Project 
Cost 

GIA 

1 Andhra 

Pradesh 

Chilamathur, 

Anantapur District 

47.32 ELCINA RAAGA MAYURI 

Electronics Park Private 

Limited 

52.13 23.00 

2 Andhra 

Pradesh 

Village-Cherivi, 

Satyavedu Mandal, 

Chittor District 

94 Sri City Pvt. Ltd. 56.75 27.34 

………..continued on page 10 
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 ..…continued from previous page  

# State Location of EMC Area 
(Acres) 

Chief Promoter/SPV Financial out lay 
(Rs. in crore) 

Project 
Cost 

GIA 

3 Chhattisgarh Village-Tuta, Sector-
22, Naya Raipur, 
Tehsil-Abhanpur, 
District Raipur  

69.98 Chhattisgarh State 
Industrial Development 
Corporation ltd. (CSIDC) 

   89.23 
 
 
 

43.08 
 
 
 

4 Gujarat Village-Tunda, 
Taluka- Mundra, 
District Kutch  

631.38 Mundra Solar Techno 
park Private Limited 
(MSTPL) 

745.14 315.69 

5 Goa Village-Tuem , Taluka- 
Pernem Goa  

147.55 Department of IT, 
Government of Goa 

161.32 73.77 

6 Jharkhand Adityapur, Saraikela- 
District Kharsawan  

82.49 Adityapur Industrial 
Area,  Development 
Authority (AIADA) 

97.88 41.48 

7 Kerala Kakkanad Village, 
Kanayannur Taluk, 
District Ernakulam  

66.87 Kerala Industrial 
Infrastructure 
Development Corporation 
(KINFRA) 

140.01 50 

8 
 

Madhya 
Pradesh 
  

Badwai-Bhopal 50 Madhya Pradesh State 
Electronics Development 
Corporation 
Ltd.(MPSEDC) 

46.16 20.86 

9 Purva-Jabalpur 
 

40 38.01 17.76 

10 Odisha Infovalley 
Bhubaneswar 
Industrial Area, 
District Khurda  

203.37 Odisha Industrial 
development 
Corporation (IDCO) 

200.76 93.09 

11 Rajasthan SPL-1, Salarpur, 
Khushkera, Bhiwadi 

50.3 ELCINA  Electronics 
Manufacturing Cluster 
Pvt. Ltd (EEMCPL) 

46.09 20.24 

12 West Bengal 
  

Sector-IV & V, Falta 
Industrial Centre, P.S 
Ramnagar, District 
South 24 Parganas 

58.04 West Bengal Electronics 
Industry Development 
Corporation Limited 
(WEBEL) 
  

58.86 26.52 

13 Naihati town,  district 
North 24 Parganas  

70 58.31 25.70 

14 Karnataka 
(CFC) 

Plot No. 360, KIADB 
Industrial Area, 
Hebbal, Hottagalli, 
Mysore 

1.11 Mysore ESDM Cluster 
Private Limited 

29.53 21.31 

15 Maharashtra Shendra Industrial 
Area, Aurangabad 

1.98 Deogiri Electronics 
Cluster Private Limited 

27.24 20.58 

 

For further details please visit our website: http://meity.gov.in/esdm/itir and/or contact Shri Sanjay Kaul 

(email:  sanjay.koul@nic.in ) 
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Electronics Development Fund (EDF): 

EDF has been set up as a “Fund of Funds” to participate in “Daughter Funds” which in turn will provide 

risk capital to companies developing new technologies in the area of electronics, nano-electronics and 

Information Technology (IT).  

The EDF will create a vibrant ecosystem of innovation, research and development (R&D) with active 

industry involvement. The policy provides a framework where the decision to support R&D is based on 

market conditions and through industry professionals well versed with industry requirements. The 

“Electronics Development Fund Policy” was approved by Cabinet on 10.12.2014, notified on 

09.01.2015 and launched on 15.02.2016.  

The Government has appointed CANBANK Venture Capital Funds Ltd. (CVCFL) as Fund Manager of the 

Electronics Development Fund. The EDF is now receiving requests from Venture Funds, Angel Funds 

and Seed Funds in areas of electronics, IT and nano-electronics, which in-turn will provide risk capital 

to electronics industry. 

Status: EDF was launched on 15.02.2016. EDF Management Board has so far recommended 22 

Daughter Funds. Of these, eight Daughter Funds have been recommended for final commitment of Rs 

374 crore and fourteen Daughter Funds have been recommended for in-principle commitment of Rs 

853 crore from EDF. The cumulative total corpus of these funds is around Rs 10,900 crore. List of Funds 

recommended for final commitment from EDF are: 

 

 

DAUGHTER FUND(s) TOTAL CORPUS EDF COMMITMENT 
 (Rs. In Crore) 

1. Endiya Seed Co-creation Fund  150.00  30.00  

2. Exfinity Technology Fund II  300.00  50.00  

3. Forum Synergies Digital India Fund  750.00  75.00  

4. KARSEMVEN Fund  96.15  24.00  

5. Yournest India VC Fund  300.00  60.00  

6. PI Ventures Fund I  130.00  15.00  

7. Ventureeast Proactive Fund II  1000.00  100.00  

8. Aruha Technology Fund-I  100.00  20.00  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

For further details please visit our website: “http://meity.gov.in/esdm/edf” or contact Shri K. Baskaran, 

MD, CVCFL, email: md@canbankventure.com, Fax: +91-80- 25583909  
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Compulsory Safety Standards for Electronic Products: 

The Ministry of Electronics and Information 
Technology (MeitY), has notified “Electronics and 
IT Goods (Requirement of Compulsory 
Registration) Order, 2012” in the Gazette of India 
vide S.O. No. 2357(E) dated 03.10.2012 and S.O. 
No. 2905(E) dated 13.11.2014 under the provision 
of Compulsory Registration Scheme of BIS Act, 
1986  mandating  Indian  Safety  Standards  for  30 

 

 

electronic product categories.  

These notified electronic products categories are Electronic Games (Video), Laptop/Notebook/Tablets, 

Plasma/ LCD/LED Television of screen size 32” or above, Optical disc players with built in amplifiers or 

input power 200W and above, Microwave Ovens, VDUs, Video Monitors of screen size 32” and above, 

Printers/Plotters, Scanners, Wireless Keyboards, Telephone Answering Machines, Amplifiers with input 

power 2000W and above, Electronic Musical Systems with input power 200W and above, Electronics 

clocks with Main powers, Set Top Box, Automatic Data Processing Machines, Power Adaptors for IT 

Equipments; Power Adaptors for Audio, Video & Similar Electronic Apparatus; UPS/Inverters of rating ≤ 

5kVA; DC or AC Supplied Electronic Control gear for LED Modules; Sealed Secondary Cells / Batteries 

containing Alkaline or other non-acid Electrolytes for use in portable applications; Fixed General 

Purpose LED Luminaires; Self- Ballasted LED Lamps for General Lighting Services; Mobile Phones; Cash 

Registers; Point of Sale Terminals; Copying Machines / Duplicators; Smart Card Readers; Mail 

Processing Machines / Postage Machines / Franking Machines; Passport Reader & Power Banks.  

The Ministry has further clarified that detachable power supplies for servers/storage stands covered 

under the category of power adaptors of “Electronics and IT Goods (Requirement of Compulsory 

Registration) Order, 2012” w.e.f. 1.02.2017. 

Bureau of Indian Standards (BIS) has notified the ‘Standard Mark’ for Compulsory Registration Scheme 

along-with the “Guidelines for use of Standard Mark and labeling requirements” on 01.12.2015. 

Accordingly, marking of Standard Mark on notified goods for Electronics & IT goods is essential w.e.f 

1.7.2016.  

Further, the Indian Language support for Mobile Phones as per IS 16333 (Part 3) has been added to the 

schedule of this Order vide notification dated 24.10.2016. The standard provides for inputting of text in 

English, Hindi and at least one additional Indian official language along with facility of readability in the 

phones for all 22 Indian official languages and script supporting these languages. The Order is set to 

come into effect from 01st July, 2017.  

Two portals (“http://crsbis.in/BIS/” and “http://electronicstds.gov.in/ CREITG/”) have been launched to 

bring transparency & make information easily available to stakeholders, facilitating online registration 

process, surveillance process, access to database of Registered Manufacturing Units and products 

covered. Regular stakeholder consultations and Technical consultations are held for the purpose. 

 

………..continued on page 13 
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..…continued from previous page  

The Compulsory Registration Scheme has resulted in high compliance of notified electronic goods to 

Indian safety standards and more than 8000 registrations have been granted by BIS to manufacturing 

units covering approximately 48,000 products models/series.  

Further, the following electronic product categories are likely to be notified in the next phase of CRO, 

namely recessed luminaries, Luminaires for road and street lighting, Portable General Purpose 

Luminaires, Flood Lights, Hand lamps, Lighting Chains, Luminaires for emergency lighting, 

UPS/Inverters of rating ≤ 10kVA, Plasma/ LCD/LED Television of screen size up-to 32”, Visual Display 

Units, Video Monitors of screen size up-to 32”, CCTV Cameras/Equipment for CCTV Cameras, Adapters 

for household and similar appliances, USB driven Barcode readers, barcode scanners, Iris scanners, 

Optical fingerprint scanners, Adapters for Medical electrical equipment, Adapters for Electrical 

Equipment for Measurement, Control, and Laboratory Use & Smart watches. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

For further details please visit our website: http://meity.gov.in/esdm/itir and/or contact Smt.Asha 

Nangia, Director (email:  anangia@meity.gov.in) 

 

http://meity.gov.in/esdm/itir%20and/or%20contact%20Smt.Asha
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Preference to Domestically Manufactured Electronic Products (DMEP) in Government 

procurement:  
 

The Ministry of Electronics and Information Technology (MeitY) has notified the policy for providing 
preference to Domestically Manufactured Electronic Products (DMEP) in Government procurement for 
its own use and not with a view to commercial resale on 23.12.2013.  

 
The DMEPs are products manufactured by companies registered in India and engaged in 

manufacturing in India and includes contract manufacturers, but excluding traders. Electronic products 

to be notified under this policy shall meet the minimum 25% domestic value-addition in terms of Bill of 

Material (BoM) from domestic manufacturers. The percentage of procurement to be made from DMEP 

shall not be less than 30% of the total procurement value of that electronic product(s). 

 

The policy is applicable to all Ministries / Departments (except Ministry of Defence) and their agencies 

for electronic products in Government procurement for its own use and not with a view to commercial 

resale. The policy is also applicable for procurement of electronic products made under all Centrally 

Sponsored Schemes and grants made by Central Government. The revised policy guidelines have been 

issued for providing preference to DMEP in Government procurement vide Notification No. 

33(7)/2015-IPHW dated 16.11.2015. 

 

Status:  

(a) Nine generic electronic products, which are procured across sectors, viz., Desktop PCs, Laptop PCs, 

Tablet PCs, Dot Matrix Printers, Smart Cards, LED Products, Biometric Access Control/ 

Authentication Devices, Biometric Finger Print Sensors and Biometric Iris Sensors have been 

notified by the Ministry of Electronics and Information Technology (MeitY) and 23 

Telecommunications Products have been notified by the Department of Telecommunications 

(DoT), in furtherance of the policy. Directorate General of Supplies and Disposals (DGS&D) has 

issued guidelines for implementing the policy in their rate contract process. 

(b) An Online Monitoring System “www.deity-pma.gov.in” has been deployed for reporting by 

Ministries / Departments about the compliance of Policy. In this regard, User Ids and Passwords to 

upload the report on the Online Portal have been communicated to Government Departments.   

(c) Fourteen Ministries/ Departments /Agencies have uploaded their compliance reports on the 

aforesaid portal. All Ministries / Departments are procuring electronic products complying with the 

Policy for providing preference to DMEPs in Government procurement.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

For further details please visit our website: http://meity.gov.in/esdm/pma or contact Shri Rajesh Kumar, 

Joint Director, MeitY (email: rajesh@meity.gov.in ) 
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 Incentive Schemes 

Promoting Collaborative Industrial R&D Funding through GITA: 
 

Background: To provide funding and support to 

Industry and Academic institutions for doing 

collaborative research, Ministry of Electronics & IT 

(MeitY) has approved a proposal submitted by Global 

Innovation and Technology Alliance (GITA). The 

project aims to promote Innovation, IP, R&D and 

commercialization of products etc. in the Electronics 

System Design and Manufacturing (ESDM) sector by 

providing  funding  support to an  Industry,  for doing  

 

 

collaborative research with an Academic Institute in  priority areas with a timeline of not more than 

two years. 

Three priority areas viz. (a) Large Area Flexible Electronics, (b) Internet of Things (IOT) and (c) 

Technology for Internal Security are initially being supported by MeitY for funding. A maximum of 9 

R&D projects are to be funded under the scheme. The total funding of the project is Rs. 15.6 crore for 

a period of two years. Three more priority areas viz. Medical Electronics, Strategic Electronics and 

Micro Electronics Mechanical Systems (MEMS) are additionally covered for funding under the 

scheme. Three additional countries namely Germany, France and Belgium included for extending the 

projects in these countries as well.    

Request for Proposals (RFPs) have been launched with South Korea, Finland, UK, Spain and Canada. 

The proposals aiming Innovation, IP and commercialization of products in ESDM, conceptualized by 

Indian industries/ startups in joint collaboration with industry partners in respective countries, were 

submitted under the scheme in India through GITA and in respective countries through implementing 

partners of GITA. The jointly approved proposals are being funded under the scheme with a cap of Rs. 

1.5 crore per project. One proposal each has been initiated with the funding support of MeitY under 

India-Finland and India-UK call for proposals. In addition, two proposals have been recommended 

jointly for funding under India-Canada call for proposal.   

Another round of India-UK RFP, which was launched on 08.11.2016 and closed on 22.02.2017. Out of 

the 09 projects received under the India-UK call, Indian Project Evaluation Committee (PEC) 

recommended 03 proposals for funding. Joint review meeting to shortlist jointly recommended 

proposals will be held shortly. Next round of India-Canada RFP was launched on 12.01.2017 and it is 

closing on 15.05.2017. Recently, another round of India-Spain RFP was launched on 20.03.2017 with 

last date of application submission is 28.06.2017.  

The project envisages joint collaboration for bilateral industrial R&D and the proposals aiming 

Innovation, IP and commercialization of products in ESDM, conceptualized by Indian industries/ 

startups in joint collaboration with industry partners in respective countries, would be submitted 

under the scheme in India through GITA and in respective countries through implementing partners of 

………..continued on page 16 
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..…continued from previous page  

GITA. The jointly approved proposals are being funded under the scheme with a cap of Rs. 1.5 crore 

per project. Interested participants from the industry in India dealing with the above priority areas 

may apply under these calls for proposals for joint industrial R&D Program and contact GITA for 

identification of suitable industry partners in respective countries. 

Details may be viewed on http://meity.gov.in/content/gita. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

For further details please visit our website: http://meity.gov.in/content/Gita and contact Dr. Nalin 

Kumar Srivastava, Scientist-C, MeitY (email: nalin.ks@meity.gov.in).  
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Electropreneur Park: 

The Electropreneur Park, funded by Ministry of Electronics & IT (MeitY), is the first of its kind 

Incubation Centre in India in the Electronic Systems Design & Manufacturing (ESDM) sector. It is 

managed by Software Technology Park of India (STPI); other stakeholders include Delhi University as 

the Academic Partner and India Electronics & Semiconductor Association (IESA), being the 

Implementation Agency.  The Electropreneur Park will develop, promote, recruit, incubate, mentor 

and create breakthrough innovations in the ESDM sector. It is equipped with state-of-art facilities to 

promote ESDM innovation, R&D and create Indian IPs. 

The Electropreneur Park at Delhi aims at supporting 50 start-ups working on electronics product design 

and development and creating 5 global companies over a period of five years. The Electropreneur Park 

engages in growth of selected start-ups to accelerate their product development. The initiative, with 

an entrepreneurial and innovation focus, aligns with the ‘Make in India’ and ‘Start-up India’ missions of 

Government of India. 

Reception at Electropreneur Park 

Electropreneur Park will also facilitate in 

promotion of the entrepreneurs at various 

marketing and funding events and ensure the 

graduation of the entrepreneur to a self-

sufficient electronics company.  

The Park is already operational and is currently 

nurturing eight electronics hardware start-ups. 

These start-ups work mainly in the areas of     

Power Electronics, Medical Electronics,  

Strategic Electronics, IOT Wearables, 

Automobile Electronics and Education Sector.  

They shall be provided focused entrepreneurship and technical training over a period of 12 to 18 

months of incubation.   

Status: 

 The incubation centre has onboard 6 early stage startups, with a few more in the process of on-

boarding. The startups under incubation were awarded the admission certificate during the 

inauguration of the centre.  

 Electropreneur Park has received 203 proposals from various start-ups for incubation, out of which 

eight incubatees are on-board with the Park working on their product ideas. More incubatees are 

expected to join the Park very soon.   

 

 

 

 

For further details please contact Shri Himanshu Shekhar, Manager Admi, Electropreneur Park; Phone: 

91-8860940000; email: contact@electropreneurpark.res.in 
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MeitY-BIRAC Industry Innovation Programme on Medical Electronics (IIPME): 
 

Industry Innovation Programme on Medical 

Electronics (IIPME) is a collaborative project 

between the Ministry of Electronics and 

Information Technology (MeitY) and 

Biotechnology Industry Research Assistance 

Council (BIRAC), Department of 

Biotechnology, Ministry of Science and 

Technology, Government of India.  
 

The project goal is to fund a portfolio of Indian led pilot projects targeting innovations in multi-

disciplinary areas comprising of electronics, engineering, medical devices, healthcare, software, 

algorithms & information technology, to help medical electronics fraternity and to bring in fast pace 

research and development in this area. The idea is to provide funding support to applicants for testing 

their bold ideas, mentorship from various subject matter experts, networking platforms and an 

opportunity to scale up their technology. Under this project support will be provided at Seed, Early 

transition and transitions to scale stages. 

Seed Grants- This is for funding the projects, which are at initial stages of product development cycle. 

These awards do not require preliminary data and are meant to provide an opportunity to test 

particularly bold ideas. A grant upto Rs. 50 lakhs for a period of 18 months can be provided in this 

category. 

Early Transition- This category is for projects which have established the proof of concept and require 

incremental prototype innovations and validation. These awards are for small risk projects which are 

at the early stages of translational research. A mix of grant & loan not exceeding INR 100 lakhs over 

the period of 24 months can be provided in this category. 

Transition to Scale- The stage is for the projects which have already shown promising data on 

establishing the Proof of Concept and has generated enough validation data, these awards require 

demonstration of detailed preliminary data and are meant to provide an opportunity to develop, 

refine, and rigorously test approaches that have previously shown promise in controlled or limited 

settings. A mix of grant & loans for a period of 24 - 36 months is proposed. The project cost would be 

matched equally by Government Funds and the industry. 

The first call for proposals was announced in the month of June 2015 and fourteen projects have been 

selected for funding. The programme has again invited proposals from 10.06.2016 and remained open 

for acceptance till midnight of 10.03.2017. The focus areas of the programme are Imaging & 

navigation, Technologies for chronic diseases, Convergence of medical device & bioinformatics and 

increasing the outreach through medical electronics. The evaluation of proposals received in last 

round is currently in progress. 

 
 

For further information, please visit BIRAC website at http://www.birac.nic.in  and/or contact 
Dr.P.K.S.Sarma, Head Technical at spakala.birac@nic.in   
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Maker Village™, the Electronics Incubator in Kerala:  

Maker Village is a joint venture of Ministry of Electronics and Information Technology (MeitY), and 

Government of Kerala through KSUM (Kerala StartUp Mission), IIITM-K (the nodal agency, Indian 

Institute of Information Technology and Management, Kerala) and Startup Village. Maker Village has a 

simple objective: provide all facilities to nurture consumer electronics startups, as part of India’s thrust 

into ESDM (Electronic System Design and Manufacturing). Focus: IOT, robotics and wearables.  

The Facility and Equipment:  

A 25,000 square foot, state-of-the-art facility has been set up in the Technology Innovation Zone, 

KINFRA Hi-Tech Park in Kalamassery, Cochin, Kerala. The facility will be equipped with Test and 

measurement equipment, standard boards (eg. Arduino and Raspberry Pi), ECAD stations, Fab Lab with 

3D printers and scanners. The medium-volume SMT (Surface-Mount Technology) manufacturing line, 

run by a partner, is capable of industry-strength production of Printed Circuit Boards, and is a unique 

strength of Maker Village.  

The incubation process: 

The entrepreneur can be engaged in two phases: pre-incubation (idea to proof of concept-3 months) 

and incubation (concept to prototype-6 to 12 months). After the incubation stage there will be an 

acceleration stage of 3 to 6 months.  Seed funding is available during the incubation phase and 

acceleration stage. 

Selection, mentorship, advice, acceleration: 

Potential candidates can apply at http://www.electronicsincubator.in and are selected after an 

evaluation by an expert committee. Screening happens on a monthly basis. 

                       

Status:  

Infrastructure setup of the incubator centre is completed while other amenities are in progress. The 

testing and equipment / IOT lab, robotics Lab and prototyping room for SMT assembly line has been 

installed in the centre. Several machines/equipment delivered on site and new tenders for compressor 

line, SMT line etc. has been initiated. One incubatee already joined in the centre and 2 incubatees are 

expected to be on board shortly. 

For further details, Please visit http://www.makervillage.in or contact: Mr. Rohan Kalani, Director, 

Operations, Electronics Incubator, Email:  rohan.kalani@iiitmk.ac.in , Mobile: 95670-90250 
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Incubation Centre (IC), IIT Patna: 

The Incubation Centre(IC) at IIT Patna is focused on ESDM 

with special focus on Medical Electronics. This IC is joint 

collaboration of IIT Patna, Ministry of Electronics and 

IT(MeitY) and Government of Bihar. The primary objective 

of IC is to promote innovation and entrepreneurship with 

the aim to identify, nurture and translate technological 

ideas and innovation in the broad area of ESDM sector 

with a focus in Medical Electronics i.e. Micro Electro 

Mechanical Systems (MEMS: Lab on Chip), Low Cost 

Medical Diagnostic System, Low Cost Ultrasound, 

Electronic Device Reliability and Medical/Industrial X-ray 

Tubes, Medical Telemedicine related Electronic products.   

The overall project outlay for setting up the IC is Rs 47.10 crore. The project is being implemented 

through joint funding from MeitY (Rs 22.10 crore) and Government of Bihar (Rs.25 crore) as matching 

Grant. This IC is being set up in area of 3000 square meters constructed space with state of the art 

facilities designated for ESDM incubation. 

This IC is expected to give an impetus to entrepreneurship amongst interested students, faculty and 

external innovators. The total project duration to set up the Incubation Centre is 5 years; the IC aims 

to incubate 10 ideas each years. In addition to state of art facilities for ESDM incubation, this IC will 

also provide the following support services:  

Business Mentoring: Guidance by Angels, Experienced & Successful CEOs and Industry Veterans on a 

broad range of topics, including help in identifying suppliers, the appropriate location for the business, 

pricing of the product, marketing, developing effective business process etc. 

IPR Mentoring: Guidance by mentors on IPR Strategy to be followed by the incubatees, in co-

ordination with the larger overall strategy of the venture. 

Support by Incubator Team: The Incubator team will provide complete support in terms of tracking 

the progress of the venture, providing research support as and when required and also provide a 

complete support system for lncubatees. 

Identification and negotiation of strategic alliances: Help in development of strategic relationships 

with key collaborators in related industries in order to increase market penetration, shorten the sales 

cycle, or develop other strategic arrangements. 

Status: 

 “Bionic Hope Pvt. Ltd.” working in the field of intelligent prosthetic limbs. 

 “4MIrrorTech Innovatives Pvt. Ltd” working in the field of mobile/web based solutions to 

enable remote monitoring of patients health. 

 “MEDEIT” working in the field of viable solutions to the customers in the field of medical 

diagnostics and post-operative support. 

 Call for proposals for 4th batch will be open from 5th April to 30th June 2017. 

For further details please Shri Aditya Nataraja, Manager, IC (email: manager_ic@iitp.ac.in)  
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Fabless Chip Design Incubation Centre, IIT Hyderabad:  

MeitY approved the project for setting up of 

Fabless Chip Design Incubation Centre (IC) at IIT 

Hyderabad on 06.09.2016. The centre will incubate 

start-ups in the area of semiconductor design. The 

vision is to provide one-stop service to start-ups 

intending to enter this space. The fabless design 

incubation centre will help start-ups not only with 

critical infrastructure but also with mentoring on 

technical and commercial sides. The IC is expected 

to incubate 50 start-ups over a period of 5 years. It 

is expected to incubate 25 start-ups that will enter 

the program while additional 25 companies would 

be admitted over the 5 years and allowed access to 

tools and common areas at minimal costs.  
 

The incubator companies can work on RF, Analog & Mixed Signal chip design to cater broad contours 

of ESDM areas having great potential like wireless communication, cyber physical systems, health care 

technologies, Internet of Things, etc. 

The overall project outlay of the project for setting up the fabless chip design IC will be Rs 23.73 crore 

over five years including MeitY contribution in the form of Grant-in-Aid of Rs 17.8 crore and the 

remaining (Rs 5.9 crore) will be contributed by IIT- Hyderabad. The project will be implemented by IIT 

Hyderabad. This IC is being set up in area of 5000 square meters constructed space with state of the 

art Fabless Chip Design Lab with necessary design tools and equipments for testing in the areas of 

analog design, digital design, mixed signal design, RF design, embedded system design etc.  

The fabless design incubator will cater designs in the aforementioned areas or combination of any of 

the RF, Analog, Digital and mixed signal design to ensure successful implementation of the ideas in any 

domain. Necessary tools and kits for verification, testing and layout stages would be made available in 

the fabless chip design IC.  

Status: Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) with IIT Hyderabad has been signed on 30.12.2016 and 

1st part of the 1st installment of GIA amounting to Rs 43.90 lakh released to IIT Hyderabad on 

20.01.2017.   

 

 

 

 

For further details please contact Sh.Siva Rama Krishna, Assistant Professor, IIT Hyderabad (email: 

svanjari@iith.ac.in)  
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Product Specific Initiatives 

     Promotion of indigenous manufacturing of Set Top Boxes (STBs):  

To promote indigenous manufacturing of Set Top Boxes (STBs), Ministry of Electronics and Information 

Technology has supported the development of an Indian Conditional Access System (iCAS) through 

M/s. ByDesign India Pvt. Ltd., Bangalore in association with Centre for Development of Advanced 

Computing (CDAC). The development phase of the project was successfully completed in November, 

2015. The implementation phase of the project is underway. Approx.8,70,000 licenses of iCAS have 

been sold till date. Around 3,30,000 STBs with iCAS licenses have been deployed with 60 cable 

operators. Work is in progress for integrating 21 more cable operators. 

The developed iCAS solution has been integrated with STBs of following manufacturers: (i) M/s. 

Modern Communication and Broadcast System Pvt. Ltd.; (ii) M/s. Velankani Electronics Pvt. Ltd.; and 

(iii) M/s. Aggressive Digital Pvt. Ltd. Work is in progress to take onboard more STB manufacturers. To 

provide service to manufacturers and operators in an accountable and transparent manner, an online 

web portal (www.i-cas.in) has been developed and the call center has been setup. The iCAS is available 

at a price of USD 0.5 per license for all Operators and STB manufacturers in India for a period of three 

years with free upgrades and feature enhancement, against market price of USD 4-5 per license for 

other competing products.  

Doordarshan (DD) has decided to leverage 

iCAS for its uplink center. M/s. ByDesign has 

completed the iCAS head-end installation at 

Doordarshan Todapur. Doordarshan has also 

authorized five STB manufacturers to 

integrate iCAS for DD Free Dish DTH service 

– (i) M/s. Modern Communication and 

Broadcast   System   Pvt.   Ltd.;   (ii) M/s. 

BGM Holding Company;  (iii) M/s. Velankani  

 
 

 

Electronics Pvt. Ltd.; (iv) M/s. KMTS Engineering Pvt. Ltd.; and (v) M/s. Millenium Technology. The 

integration of iCAS by these STB OEMs needs be completed within next three months. On successful 

completion of integration, Doordarshan will authorize them to start selling iCAS enabled STBs for 

Doordarshan service. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

For further details please contact Shri S K Marwaha, Director, MeitY (email: smarwah@meitY.gov.in ) / 

Shri Bharat Arora, Scientist-‘B’, MeitY (email: bharatb.arora@meitY.gov.in) or Shri Jayesh Dubey, Vice 

President, M/s. ByDesign India Pvt. Ltd. (email: jdubey@velankanigroup.com). 
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The Future of Smart LED lighting: 

LED lighting technology has improved 
dramatically over the past 10 years. The smart 
Lighting in other words is intelligent and 
future of LED Lighting integrates new 
technologies offering ease of maintenance 
and energy savings. The street light can be 
most effective because in rural as well as 
urban areas, the light intensity can be 
programmed. Smart lighting has become very 
handy in domestic sector for creating moods, 
changing colours and creating ambience 
matching with décor.  The smart lighting saves 

 
Courtesy Philips Lighting 

a lot of energy when it is applied in various applications Like, fixing sensors in commercial buildings, 

toilets, security corridors etc. 

The use of smart lighting that serves to reduce energy consumption due to presence of sensors and 

manual control with control circuit, relay/switch and IOT based solution. However, Smart lighting is 

also used for shadows and special effects to create the mood of drama scene, applications of 

dimming, smart controls, performance reporting, on/off, dimming, on-site status check etc. The 

Indian market is open for industry to create, initiate manufacturing and marketing of smart lighting 

in India. All this can reduce energy use by up to 40%, reduce maintenance, increase bulb life. The 

system works 24-hours online monitoring. Government has already announced creation of 100 

Smart Cities which requires smart street lighting, smart parking and much more. Over the next few 

years, the Indian Lighting industry will focus on smart lighting in following areas: 

• Development of energy efficient lighting products to reduce India’s lighting power consumption 

further and enhanced manufacturing capabilities in Luminaries, electronic components and 

LEDs 

• high technology support and needs to expand domestic capacity for LED testing and R&D 

centres to support this new projected demand 

• to prepare and work on Indian standards to avoid entry of substandard products offering smart 

features. 

• To support skill development across all discipline required by the lighting industry through R&D 

centres, educational institutions, and training centres as a new generation workforce is required 

which is fully trained in use and operation of smart lighting.  

As per ELCOMA, the smart Lighting will show its impact from year 2018 onwards when it will be just 

20% of other LED Business. By year 2020, Smart LED Business will be more than 42% of other LED 

Business. The major component will come from Smart Street Lighting and domestic sector. Whereas 

as per Research and Markets, the Smart Street Lighting market in India is expected to grow at a 

CAGR of 42.2% during the forecast period 2016–2022. Smart Street Lighting Market in India requires 

connectivity technologies like Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, Power Line Communication (PLC), Radio Frequency, 

and Network Components like sensors, ballasts & lamp controllers in addition to luminaries. 

………..continued on page 20  
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Special Feature 
 

..…continued from previous page  

Andhra Pradesh (AP) and Himachal Pradesh (HP) have started working on the smart street lighting 

projects. The overall target users for Smart Lighting will be residential end-users; Commercial end-

users; Industrial end-users and Government bodies. Looking at future requirement, several 

manufacturers have already developed smart products for homes and various control systems that 

enable their automation. Smart lighting networks fit into the present sockets and are easy to operate. 

India is witnessing a disruptive shift and this has resulted in dramatic increase in volume and reduction 

in prices. The current market conditions have created a strong competitive environment among 

manufacturers. Government has also notified compliance of safety standards for Self ballasted LED 

Lamps, Fixed General Purpose LED luminaries to curb import of substandard and unsafe LED products. 

India is looking ahead for intelligent lighting, its products, usages, software and specific applications. 
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For detailed information on Government of India policies, please visit ESDM page on 

http://meity.gov.in/esdm 
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